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When people should go to the ebook stores, search initiation by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in point of fact problematic. This is why we present the books compilations in this website. It will utterly ease you to look guide nothing special 1 ae via as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in point of fact want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best place within net connections. If you strive for to download and install the nothing special 1 ae via, it is unquestionably simple then, back currently we extend the colleague to purchase and make bargains to download and install nothing special 1 ae via in view of that simple!
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Buy Nothing Special: Volume 1 2 by Via, A.E., Adamski, Tina, Aheer, Jay (ISBN: 9781502432643) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.
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Nothing Special (Nothing Special, #1), Embracing His Syn (Nothing Special, #2), Here Comes Trouble (Nothing Special, #3), Don't Judge (Nothing Special, ...
Nothing Special Series by A.E. Via - Goodreads
Nothing Special by A.E. Via (1) Nothing Special by A.E. Via (1) How He is Something “I expect my officers to be diligent, dedicated, focused, and work together as a unit. Most importantly, I expect my officers to not get themselves killed.” ...
Read Nothing Special by A.E. Via (1) Page 1 Online novels ...
Winter 2020-2021 MM Romances coming from AE VIA ... Nothing Special Box Set. Books 1-5 Over 1700 pages of hot, alpha romance! Included Books: Nothing Special #1, NS #2 Embracing His Syn, NS#3 Here Comes Trouble, NS#4 Don't Judge, & Nothing Special V ...
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Nothing Special 1 Ae Via Recognizing the pretentiousness ways to get this book nothing special 1 ae via is additionally useful. You have remained in right site to begin getting this info. get the nothing special 1 ae via connect that we have enough money here and check out the link. You could purchase lead nothing special 1 ae via or get it as ...
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Like this Nothing Special 1 Ae Via, it ends happening porcine one of the favorite books Nothing Special 1 Ae Via collections we have. This is why you stay in the best website to watch the amazing book to have. I Statuti Srpskih Politickih Stranaka Do 1918 Godine, Cult In Orissa 1st Published, Jlo
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File Type PDF Nothing Special 1 Ae Via Nothing Special 1 Ae Via Yeah, reviewing a books nothing special 1 ae via could increase your close associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, carrying out does not suggest that you have extraordinary points.
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The Official Website of Author A.E.Via ~ Via Star Wings Books. VIA Star Wings Books. All Rights Reserved Theme by Grace Themes Theme by Grace Themes ×
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Buy Nothing Special V by Via, A.E. (ISBN: 9781540416261) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.
Nothing Special V: Amazon.co.uk: Via, A.E.: 9781540416261 ...
Nothing Special Box Set, Books 1-5 AE Via M/M Romance Release Date: 07.19.20 Blurb A Box Set of the Award-Winning Nothing Special Series by International Best-selling Author A.E. Via To be accepted into the most notorious narcotics task force on the East Coast is an incredible honor. A rogue collection of the most feared and…
Nothing Special Box Set by AE Via – Book Review Virginia ...
Nothing Special 1 Ae Viamy officers to be diligent, dedicated, focused, and work together as a unit. Nothing Special by A.E. Via (1) Page 1 Read free online ... special 1 ae via and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. in the middle of them is this nothing special 1 ae via that can be your partner. Google Books Page 8/20
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nothing special 1 ae via is available in our book collection an online access to it is set as public so you can get it instantly. Our book servers hosts in multiple locations, allowing you to get the most less latency time to download any of our books like this one.
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Download File PDF Nothing Special 1 Ae Via Nothing Special V (#5) Free Books by A.E. Via ~ Page 1 Recognizing the pretension ways to get this book embracing his syn nothing special 2 ae via is additionally useful. You have remained in right site to begin getting this info. acquire the embracing his syn nothing special 2 ae via belong to that we

THIS TITLE HAS BEEN REVISED AND REEDITED. An additional 6k words have been added to the original text.Detective Cashel 'Cash' Godfrey is big, tattooed and angry so people typically keep their distance. He's fresh out of the police academy, however, no one is looking to partner with the six foot four beast with a huge chip on his shoulder and an inability to trust. When Cash scans the orientation room he wasn't expecting to find sexy hazel eyes locked onto him.
Eyes of the handsome Detective Leonidis 'Leo' Day. Leo is charming, witty, hilariously sarcastic and the only one that can make Cash smile. He's proud, out and one bad-ass detective.Together Cash and Leo become the most revered and successful narcotics detectives Atlanta's ever seen. Able to communicate and understand each other, without even having to voice it, they quickly climb up the promotional ranks. When Cash saves Leo's life in a raid that turns deadly, Leo
begins to see something in the big man that no one else does...something special. But Leo fears he'll never break through the impenetrable wall that protects Cash's heart.Nothing Special takes the reader through various emotions throughout the richly fulfilling plot that's full of erotic gay romance, heartache, passion, trials and tribulations, police action scenes, and an intriguing twist that comes to an amazing ending that's impossible to see coming.Title and Synopsis created
by the LaSalle Sister of Man2Mantastic
The boys are back and fiercer than ever!"We were a unit tonight, moving as one. Even apart, we are deadly, but when combined - we are f**kin' unstoppable." God Atlanta's notorious narcotics task force is at it again. They are stronger, bigger, and better than ever. Especially when a city councilman sends RECON Marine, Edwin Steele - who's been blacklisted from his Oakland department - to join the team. God and Day weren't recruiting. They have a lot on their plates,
like the fact they're supposed to be getting married soon. They don't have the time or the patience to integrate a decorated war hero with a slight chip on his shoulder into their well-oiled machine. A hothead that's uncontrollable and terrible with authority... but wasn't that their team motto?Steele was ready to hang up his shield. He was done fighting with bigoted bastards that couldn't respect the job. He was good at fighting; he just needed the right team to fight with. When
his uncle - City Councilman, Rasmus Steele - shows him a video of God's team in action, he knows right away, it's where his nephew belongs in order to restore his faith. Steele pointed to the driver, a behemoth of a man wielding those massive firearms like a true beast... like a soldier. "And him. Who the hell is he?""That's your new boss. Lieutenant Cashel Godfrey... they call him... God."Steele was skeptical about his new placement, but when he meets God's technology
specialist/computer genius, "Tech," he's willing to give it his all, and he definitely shows and proves. Tech is stunning. His sweater vest and khakis, a stark contrast to the blue-jeaned roughnecks he works with. A beautiful sheep amongst the wolves. Steel thinks there's no way the brilliant man would be interested in a hardhead like him, but Tech has a few badass hidden talents of his own and manages to surprise him... surprise all of them. This story is a part of a series but
can stand alone. It does not end on a cliffhanger and has a HEA. There are no multiple pairings in this novel.
A fox can set many traps to catch his target-but this one only needs one to catch his. Dominic "Bull" Walker is used to the simpler things in life. Give him his own land to work, a strong horse, and twelve hours of daylight, and he is a contented man. But when someone threatens to take away the successful ranch that took him two years to rebuild, he'll accept any help he can get to defend it. Mandel "Fox" Tucker is a sixth-generation SWAT soldier. It's embedded in his
bones to protect and serve his community. So when he gets word of the vandalism occurring on the Walker Ranch, he quickly volunteers the free time he has, thanks to his recent suspension.The brief visit Fox had with Bull four months ago had been a contentious-but powerful-encounter. Therefore, he's not surprised when he shows up on his doorstep unannounced and has to pull out some of his best tricks to get past the six-foot-four, stubborn Texan.Fox is only there to
safeguard what's most important to Bull. But being on the ranch brings an awareness to him that he embraces with both hands. Nature, peace... love-things he never found in the city. This book contains the love story of two new characters. It is a part of a series but can be read as a standalone. There are no multiple pairings or sharing. Ends in a very HEA. Trigger Warning: Mild police violence. Scenes are not graphic.
Sergeant Corbin 'Syn' Sydney had dedicated his life to becoming the best detective. So when he heard there was an opening on the notorious Atlanta Narcotics Task Force, he jumped at the chance. But, what he wasn't ready for was realizing just how lonely he'd made himself, when he observed the loving and dedicated relationship between the two men he served under: Lieutenant Cashel 'God' Godfrey and Lieutenant Leonidis Day. Syn prepared himself to accept his lonely
fate until he walked into a small pub and met the long-haired, tattooed bartender, Furious Barkley. Before Syn can even understand why, he's overcome with feelings he barely recognizes: passion, yearning, craving. And if the dark, lustful gazes are anything to go by, Furious might be feeling the same things for him.Just two thing needs to happen before Syn and Furi can give each other what's been missing from their lives for so long... Syn needs to find the evidence that
proves Furi's innocence of murder, as well as protect him from a past that refuses to let go.God, Day, Ronowski, and Johnson are still as entertaining as ever...You'll swoon over God's massive take-charge attitude...You'll laugh hysterically at Day's never-ending wit...You'll fall in love with Furious' mysterious, sexy demeanor...and...You'll embrace Syn... Disclaimer: The main characters of this book DO NOT participate in polygamous sexual pairings.
Lennox Freeman (Free) is one of the best hackers in the world which has caused him to spend most of his life on the run. Never able to put down roots, he couldn't trust anyone not to take advantage of him, even his own family. If it wasn't for his best friend, Tech, shielding him, Free's father would've sold him and his skills to the highest bidding crime family when he was still a student at MIT. Free owed Tech his life; so when his friend called for him to come to Atlanta to
work with him, he couldn't say no. However, he wasn't expecting the overprotective group of detectives that made up Atlanta PD's most notorious task force. And he certainly wasn't prepared for the large-and-in-charge SWAT Captain that was responsible for their safety. Ivan Hart has lived and bled one creed all of his life: To Serve and Protect. His intense focus and determination in law enforcement has led him to finally commanding his own team. He'd worked hard to
put together a squad of badasses capable of backing up a very dangerous team of detectives. Being God and Day's last line of defense came with a lot of responsibility that he took very seriously. After his divorce was final Hart turned right around and remarried his job. He had his good friends there in the office with him every day, so it was easier to ignore the few quiet hours he spent at home alone each night. He'd settled well into his new routine and was comfortable with
it. Then God decided to disrupt everything by hiring another tech specialist for his department. A man whose brains, trendy looks, and voice would leave Hart tongue-tied and captivated at their first introduction. Free quickly awakens a passion in Hart that he long thought was dead. An attraction he didn't know existed. He couldn't fathom that the sexy cyber genius could be interested in an over-sized, big-bearded brute that served criminals the bottom line for a living. No
matter what his best friend, God said. A future with Hart could be potentially dangerous and often times full of terrifyingly close calls; but little did he know that so could falling for the most hunted hacker in the world. All Lennox Freeman wants in life is security, love and protection... Hart had all that to give and more. This novel is a part of a series and contains previously mentioned characters, but CAN BE read as a standalone. No cliffhangers.
Police Lieutenants, God and Day are under intense pressure from the chief to take back control of Atlanta's streets. The last thing their task force needs is a pair of trained killers in town with a personal score to settle. Take a man and strip him of his ability to feel compassion, empathy, remorse, or any of the emotions that make him human, but leave the ones that ignite rage and aggression and you have the perfect killing machine-now imagine two of them. Code names Ex
and Meridian are synonymous for 'guaranteed death' to international terrorists. Two broken men from the same crooked streets, recruited into an unsanctioned government program that few know about. Trained to operate most efficiently-lethally-together. When Ex returns from an op in Bolivia to learn his little brother has been accidentally killed in a feud between drug gangs, he's stateside before he can consider the rules he'll be breaking, and of course Meridian is right
beside him. There's mayhem on the streets of Atlanta and the police are losing control. If Godfrey and his elite team of detectives can't get the job done then they'd be happy to lighten their caseloads for them. And Ex nor Meridian care about doing it quietly. "I know who you are." The man grunted when Ex turned to leave. "You're the fucking devil."Meridian walked past, glaring one final time. "Say that loud enough... maybe God will save you."But after their first run-in
with the big lieutenant and his protective husband, Day, Ex and Meridian start to reevaluate their own relationship. Wondering if they could be even deadlier if they let loose the feelings for each other that they've been forced to suppress for years. Meridian's dark eyes stayed locked on his, "A man who can fight beside the one he loves doesn't make him weaker, Ex-it makes him more dangerous."No multiple pairings. No cliffhangers. Ends with a HEA. Note: This title
focuses on two new characters in the series. And while it can standalone, there are appearences from prior main charactersNote: This is a partners-to-lovers, out-for-you, action romance. Note: There are depictions of violence in this novel.
Detective Austin Michaels didn't think life could get any better after he was accepted into the most notorious narcotics task force on the East Coast, headed up by two of the baddest' Lieutenants with the Atlanta Police Department - Cashel Godfrey and Leonidis Day. Michaels knew he would fit right in as the team's sniper, having received his fair share of commendations for marksmanship. He was just as badass as the rest of the twenty brothers that made up their team. But
when Michaels lets their prime suspect get away from a huge bust with over a quarter of a million dollars in drugs, he's willing to do whatever it takes to make it right. Left with no other options, God chooses to bring in outside help, calling on his long-time friend and bounty hunter, Judge Josephson. Judge was considered one of the best trackers during his enlistment in the United States Marine Corps. After retiring, he used those skills to become one of the most sought out
fugitive trackers in the country. When Judge gets a call from his old friend needing his help, he quickly tells God, yes.Still embarrassed, and intent to prove himself, Michaels immediately volunteers to partner up with Judge to get their suspect back quickly and quietly. Neither man wanted or needed a partner. But, after Judge and Michaels get on the road, the hate/lust relationship they quickly develop between them will either make them heroes... Or get them killed.
A bounty hunter's partners to lovers' story. The hunt is on... and he's the prey. Bradford (Ford) King was sure he had the rest of his life mapped out. Though he was no longer a SEAL Lieutenant, his brother was home safe and he had a job that still allowed him to satisfy his hunger for hunting bad guys. Life was simple, no distractions or complications - at age forty-six - that's all Ford wanted. What he didn't want was his work partner, sniper/watchman, Dana, giving him s**t
all the time. Dana Cadby had grown up labeled a roughneck from the wrong side of the tracks. He'd fought, scrounged, and survived despite a father that constantly told him he couldn't. Dana pulled himself up by his own boot straps and made a name for himself in the marksman community. He'd been Duke's bounty watchman for five years. It was his job to ensure their safety, watch their backs. At thirty-three, he was trusted, well respected by his peers, his bosses, his
friends... so why couldn't he earn the same respect from his partner? Dana knew he was bisexual before he graduated high school. He also knew he was attracted to the huge, 6'3", SEAL from the moment he and his brother came to join their team. It wasn't easy for him to tamp down his immediate reaction to Ford's thick muscles, full beard, and dark eyes. Still, Dana exhibited nothing but professionalism towards him, not wanting to make his 'straight' partner uncomfortable.
So why did Ford constantly give him hell? After Dana took back his ex-girlfriend, he'd noticed an intensification in Ford's bad attitude. One that turned aggressive and downright antagonistic, and Dana was damned if he'd just lay down and take it. He was gonna make that man respect him if it was the last thing he did. When Duke sends Dana and Ford out to track down their most dangerous bounty yet, they both embrace the fact that they make one hell of a team... but they
fight tooth and nail against the powerful intimacy brewing between them. Beware: If Ford and Dana connect completely, god help the fugitive who's in the sights of the hunter and his watchman. This story is a part of a series but can stand alone. It does not end on a cliffhanger and has a HEA.
Detectives Mark Ruxsberg and Chris Green are very good at their jobs. Being the enforcers for God and Day's notorious Atlanta PD Narcotics Task Force causes the crazy duo to get into more trouble than they can often get out of. The pair never misses out on an opportunity to drive their Lieutenants crazy with their dangerous, reckless, and costly stunts, landing them in the hot seat in front God... often.Ruxs and Green love their jobs and they don't mind the very demanding
schedule that leaves them little time for socializing or dating. It was fine with them, they enjoyed hanging out with each other anyway. However, most of the men in their close circle of friends and colleagues are pairing off and settling down. God has Day, Ro has Johnson, and their Sergeant Syn has Furious. For the past several years, Ruxs has only sought out the advice and company of one person, his partner and best friend Green, and vice versa. Both of these alpha males
are presumed straight, but neither can deny the heat that's building in their once 'just friends' relationship.
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